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SPECIAL OLYMPIAD NOTICE
Those who have sent in their
entries for the Olympiad, and
those who are about to send in
entries should take notice of the
following important changes.
Instead of a 10 cents charge
for each additional event as it is
stated on the official entry blanks
that have been sent out and that
is being published in today's Svoboda, 10 cents more will take care
of all additional entries up to the
limit.
As a result of this change, no
one Senior Boy will have to pay
the original maximum of 65 cents.
For a flat fee of 35 cents any
Senior Boy can enter two, or
three, or four events if they wish.
A Junior Boy or a Senior Girl
can enter two events and a relay
with their own team members for
the sum of 35 cents.
Athletes are again reminded to
fill out the entry blanks and return them as'quickly as possible.
Although there is only a limited
number of blanks on hand, more
will be sent upon request by writing immediately. For those living in^New York City who may
desire additional entry blanks, rt
is suggested that they call at
Surma's on Avenue A, near 7th
Street, where they can be obtained.
To those Ukrainian Clubs that
are interested in getting into the
Swimming Events on Labor Day,
the committee would like to annouoce. the following change.
No^ one will be allowed to participate. in more than four events.
The^ following change in fees
should^ be noticed especially: A
single entry'will cost 25 cente. For
35 cents, any competitor can enter two, or three, or four events
if they so wish.
This adjustment, the same as
in the Track u Field entries, will
do away^with the possibility of
- any one - contestant paying more
than 35 cents for entries in one
particular sport. This arrangement has been made for the financial advantage of visiting outof-town .teanjs who will undoubtedly predominate the Olympiad,
and who will have to skimp for
their own necessary traveling expenses. "
-WALTER N. NACHONEY
First. Ukrainian-American
Olympiad Committee
2070 E. Allegheny Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
BASEBALL TOURNAMENT
The First Ukrainian-American
Olympiad Committee extends an
invitation to all Ukrainian Baseball Teams to come and participate in a. National Tournament
at the Labor Day Olympiad upon
the occasion of the F o u r t h Ukrainian Youths Congress to be
held by the Ukrainian Youth's
League of N. A.
Managers are requested to send
their entries in as early as they
-can.
As too many teams will not
be" accepted, the earliest entries
will be given the most consideration. No charge whatsoever will
be made for taking part in this
tournament.
As members of visiting Baseball Teams will probably be keenl y . interested in the other athletic activities on Labor Day, each
player will be given passes for
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PLANNLVG A CLUB PBOGBAM
Sooner or later every ЦкгашУ

ian-American youth club falls in"-''
Among the most inspiring adpects of the Ukrainianbo difficult straits because" ot'tbg-`
American youth movement thus far have been the three
lack of a suitable program Upon
Ukrainian youth congresses, held in'-1033,''ОД !35, in
which It can base Its activities.
And evefl Where such a program; '
Chicago, New York City, and Detroit, respectively, at
is present, the inability Of failure'
which representatives of our youth, meeting Oh" the' broad
of the club members to pat its
and firm foundation of their common Ukrainian rorigin,
provisions into life causes that
and on their own initiative and expense toe, endeavored
club to founder tod.
in a' workmanlike manner to solve some of--their vital
Oftentimes"; a club will be" drganproblems that arise from their Ukrainian background
ized with the greatest of ehthusiasin and high hopes; arid the
and American environment. It is therefore With considerpressure of these exalted feelings
able interest and hope that we look forward to the comwiil keep it sailing for quite some
ing Fourth Ukrainian Youth's Congresst to he held over
time. Its founders and members
the Labor Day weekend in Philadelphia, io conjunction
will point with pride to it. Elders
with the First Ukrainian-American Olympiad, under the
will nod their heads approvingly.
-Flattering press notices cohcerhauspices of the Ukrainian Youth's League Of North
ing it wiH appear:
Passerbys
America. '
will wonder at the great Hustle
Reviewing the history of these outstanding phasesand bustle around the club's meetof Ukrainian-American youth development, one is struck
ing place. "Our youth Is certainly marching oh!" people begin t o "
by their steady evolution.
,
exclaini in that locality.
s. Their starting point lies in the Spring, of 1933, when . But there comes a day when "
a group of visionary young people in Chicago decided to
the high pressure feelings of the
take advantage of the opportunity offered by the "U=
enthusiasts begin to gradually
subside, for — whatever goes up
krainian Week" at the Chicago World's Fair and called
must come down. Club life grows
together from all parts of America a Congress of Ulistless.
Club progress, instead
krainian-American youth representatives. Despite the
"of "marching on," begins to stagdifficulties attending this first venture of its kind, the
ger. That is the danger point,
Congress more than justified the hopes centered upon it, - upon which many a club has
come to grief: The "lifeaaver"- ш .
and gave a striking illustration of our youth's realization
of the responsibilities facing it, and of its determination _. such a case is a wisely planned pro- gram that will keep up the mterest
to respond to them. To such sentiments it gave concrete
the members in their club and
form by founding the Ukrainian Youth's League of North - of
Ше it overNrach periods of lasAmerica — which it dedicated towards the task of uniting
situde and- neglect.
all our youth on the broad and firm basis of their comTo help our Ukrainian-Amerimon Ukrainian origin, irrespective of their religious or
can youth clubs in this respect,
to suggest programs to them
any political convictions; helping them to gain a better
that will keep their club alive, understanding of themselves and of the problems, ideals
useful and progressive, —will be
and aspirations of all the Ukrainian people; and advancone of the main purposes of the
ing them towards the realization of their inherent possicoming Fourth Ukrainian Youth's-"
bifities. as Americans of Ukrainian descent.
Congress; to be held ' under the
auspices of the Ukrainian Youth's The outstanding achievement of the.following year's
League of North America; over
Cftngress held under the auspices of the League was the . the
Labor Day weekend, Septemgreat advance made over the previous year's Congress
ber 5th and 6th, in Hotel Sylvania, Philadelphia, in conjunction
irrthe^matter of treatment of the problems posed. The
with the First Ukrainian-Ameriyouth delegates no longer limited themselves to expreScan Olympiad.
sions of noble views, but began to consider their everyEach dub should
therefore
day problems in a frank and practical manner.
send its delegates (two to a club) `
-'_ The highlight of these UYL^NA congresses, howto this congress and profit in this
and other respects. Youth guests '
ever, was attained last year, when^the addresses and disunattached to any club will be '
cussions were "truly realistic and constructive in tone,
permitted to take part in the
and where the youth amply demonstrated its independsessions of the congress (except
ent judgement upon the issues confronting it and its
in the voting) too.
desire and ability to guide its own steps.
For further information write
to Miss Stephania Monasterska,
And now, in two weeks from ‚today an advanced and
Secretary of the UYLJ4A, 2347
group-conscious gathering of Ukrainian-American youth
Fairmount Avenue, Philadelphia,
representatives Will meet at the coming Fourth UkrainPa. In regards the program write
ian Youth's Congress. Far more is expected of them
to Stephen Shumeyko, Pres., 97
this year than ever before. And although the problems ; Boyden Avenue, Maplewood, N. J.
EXECUTIVE СОММГГТЕ
confronting them will be about the same, yet the need
of the UYL-NA.
for their solution- today is far more acute. Any decision,
- '
I
therefore, that they rWill make in regards to them, will
be most vital to their future progress. Especially importhe Swimming Meet lfl the mortant will be their decision in the matter of keeping our
ning and for the Track Sz Field
events early in the afternoon. For
youth united on the solid basis of their common Ukrainjentries and Information; kindly
ian origin, — the only basis upon which Ukrainian-AmeriIgefeirt touch with:
can: life can survive and advance — and still allow plenty
rSSiutJBTER J. ZAHARCHUK,
` ' Й 5 First Ukrainian-American
of freedom for their special interests and organizations.
в j ?, I: Olympiad Committee
And also important will be any decision they will make
706 N. 24th Street,
concerning the financing of their youth movement; for
Philadelphia, Pa.
without the lubricant of mohey the wheels of the League's
machinery cannot turn long.
TodayV "Svoboda" contains a
reprint of- the official entry blank
These are but few of the hopes aroused by the comTrack St Field Events of
ing Fourth Ukrainian Youth's Congress; and especially
rat Ukrainian-American O^
do we hope that the Congress this year will be less a
Those who have not a
sounding-board of youth opinion and more a springir entry blank, may пав- this
board for youth action! Progress demands this.
іў rutting It o u t
j
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of any deliberate malice in ordering this treatment Then there is
that endurance and patience with
which they humbly .execute all the
-йЃ S. 8.
.tasks assigned to them, .despite
(16)
the crueles{' treatment of them,'
— combined with the hope that
SIGNIFICANCE OF "PANSKY
the advice of the old priest and
better times will come, if not now
ZHABTt"
the government official that they
І— then later. And that warm,
Besides its exceptional literacy should build schools and cultural
generous heart, which prompts
qualities, Pansky Zharti 4oSt-5 centers, how. could they—when
them to extend a friendly,- hand in
'ittenfls because of its very real-ii any such#? thoughts expressed
their moment of victory to those
openly would immediately earn
istic portrayal of the status
who - truly deserve a blow and a
the Ukrainian peasantry at the them a beating by the landowner's
kick.
And what possible
time when serfdom was abolished retainers.
in Austrian Ukraine. The char- respect could they have in the . also a clearcut picture given in the
acters themselves are unusually efficacy of laws when they see- a clearcut picture given in the
well delineated, each of them a the government official thrown
poem of the old reverend father,
a typical example, of a village
-typical representative of that into the dog kennels by the
landowner for publicly reading
priest during those days. At heart,
period.
he was a peasant too, and-with
Take the muzhiks (peasants), the emancipation proclamation of
the peasantry all his sympathies
for example. 'Bowed down by the the emperor himself!
lay, for he had nothing to do
This lack of faith in themselves,
yoke of serfdom they do'not see
with the landowner, nor did the
the light of p r o g r e s s and their rights, in the good counsel
` freedom before them. They have of even those closest to them — .latter have anything to do with
him.
Franko describes him as:
little use, nor are they permitted was quite typical, of the Ukrain', to have any, for education. Drunk- ian peasantry during that period.
іще з тих давши, мало вчених
enness is no stranger to them; And no wonder! Centuries of opу Луцьку, чп в Холмі свячених, .'
and they fail to realize the havoc it pression could not leave any other
що то жплп ft 'робили враз "-v'jSsis playing with them, and .that results upon them.
is мужиком, що споглядали " .-S..-.І
the landowner is subtly encourThere were other characteristics
на, панська! двір трівожно, в дали,
aging, them to drink. Nor do typical of the peasantry that
а до покоїв но буха
;
they care to swear off -drinking, Б`ѓалко drew in this epic" poem
допущені. Лнш тільки всього
-'' ^
especially when one such honest too, such as the' conscience-strickбую їх з попувапня того,
-Vg-.W
attempt wail thwarted by the en and wrathful feelings of the
щ0 ііа ту паищову не faun.
landowner's action of sending his peasants at the sight of their
Teaching the children the three
hirelings to close the church door reverend father being brutally
R's and keeping their parents
before them and^ drive their treated by the landowner's hoodaway from drink — those were
old priest into the forests to cut lums, and the quick stiffing of
his main tasks, besides the others
"wopd on that holiday. And'even such feelings 'when the- landof a purely spiritual character.
if, they did want to believe in owner deftly disengages himself

Of such teachers Franko has this
to say:
І ч
Пе внаю, -Поѓ дав набуть
усякпх людях всякі дарн:
одному ясішіі, спльннй ум,
що ft не знаходить в світі парп;
другому рій крплатнх дум,
до, мов орлп, летять за хмарн;
ще іншим рукп золоті:
що очи бачать, руќн вдіють;
який же дар дістали ті,
що других так учити вмі; Еют_ь?Мені'здавсь, що в скарбі тім
хюбви найбільш дісталось їм. У? jiVTs
Besides these character studies,
the poem is replete with incidents
giving us a clear picture of life
then. And one of the most powerful of them concerns itself with
an old greyheaded man, the' olddest inhabitant in the : village,
who - upon hearing that serfdom
has at last been abolished hurries to the cemetery to where his
father lies buried, .and:
па давню, лсдвн замітнуі
могилку аж грудьми прнннк
і обннмав дернину,
ft крпчнть що снлп: Тату тату І
Ми вольні! Тату, озовись І
Таж ти цілих сто літ. ту кляту
"неволю двигав, і вмирати ` -Jv
й
не хтів, а 'волі ждав І Дивись,
мп вольні! Бідний, ти дождати
`З
не міг,' аж нам той промінь блис!
- Вже моїх внуків пан в палату .
так, як_ мене, не забере І `
Візьміть мене до себе,. тату І
‚-Ваш син свобіднвм вже умре!
(То be continued)

him, sweep him off his feet, and
drown him.
The wind, sharp as a wellground hatchet, was slashing at
his chest. His labored breathing
merged in with the breathing of
the blghlpTjifa, A feeling of
great exaltation and pride filled
his heart. He felt as wild desire
to cry out with all the power of
his lungs, so that the sound of
his: voice Would rebound from peak
to peak, roll on and on, until it
would reach the very horizon itself, leaving in its wake an aroused and heaving sea of ridges and
peaks;. but suddenly he realized
that his voice would disappear, in
these vast open spaces like the
buzz of an insect...
Ah, he would have to hurry;...
"Beyond a rise, in a deep hoilow, where the annoying wiiras
could not reach, he found the
s h e p h e r d в'
smoke-blackened,
wooden hut. A hole in the wall
yawned blackly, in lieu of a chimney. The sheep-pens were empty,
and the shepherds were busy
cleaning them. Over to the side
their leader, together with another man, was engaged in kindling a fire by means of a large
bow fire-drill. .„

і "Mjko!..." he shouted through
the doorway. "Hurry and make 3;
a fire here..."
``л`. '
Thin and curly-headed ^Mflcjjla,
with the full face of a wonron, `
brought in a brand.
.- j `- ^ `

"Glory unto Jesus!" Ivan greeted them.
But no one replied to him.
The fire-drill squeaked and
screeched as both men manipulated it, a few wisps of smoke appeared, and soon the shavings
caught fire. - The leader then
solemnly lit a clump of dry twigs
and grass and thrust it into a pile
of dry underbrush, which quickly caught fire.
"Forever and ever!" he replied
then to Ivan. "Now we have a
fire, and while it lives neither
wild animal nor evil spirit will
harm the herds or us sinners..."
And he led Ivan into the hut,
where from the empty cheese
barrels, wooden tableware and
bare benches exuded, an air of
desolation.

The season for the pasturing
of sheep in the downs began with
the starting of this ever-burning
campfire, which was considered a
defense against all danger. As if
realizing this, the flames pridefully leaped even higher into the
air, throwing out fresh billows of
smoke...
Four massive sheepdogs lay
sprawled on the ground, their
eyes dreamy, yet ready to leap
snarling to their reet at the .first
sign or scent of danger.

IMAM PRANKG

SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS
(Continned)

By MICHAEL, KOTSIUBINSKY
^Translated by S. S.)
о

And thus one warm spring
I morning Ivan left home for the
downs, to become a впеер- herdsman. .The woods still exuded the
coolness of the night; і mountain
streams splashed down from rock
to rock; and the trail joyfully
mounted between its two guard
rails. Although leaving Marichka
was indeed heartbreaking, yet his'
sorrow could not long withstand
the fresh greeness and beauty of
his surroundings. Like a mountain
SjWgm he leaped lightly from rock
to rock, and warmly greeted all
passerbys, just to hear bis voice:
'МЗІогу unto Jesus!.5$Hf
"Forever and ever." ``^Щ
Upon distent hilltops isolated
Hutzul homesteads with their, ad- joining sharp-roofed hay-sheds
pined in their loneliness; while
down below the curly Cheremosh
flashed threateningly in the rays
of-the sim, or glowered ominously
when some dark cloud blotted
them out Crossing stream after
stream, forging through gloomy
forests, from which could be heard
the occasionalsound of a cowbell,'
'Ivan mounted steadily higher. The
sun grew hotter and the stone
strewn trail rougher, so that his
legs began to lose their springiness. Down below the Cheremosh
.Dow appeared like silvery string,
with no sound of it reaching him
f this high. .The forests began to
give way to mountain hayflelds,
soft and full. Ivan forded them
like some rivers of f l o w e r s ;
bending now and then to adorn
his . hat with a nosegay of red

(4)
Meanwhile the trail continued
to lead higher and higher, passirig now through desolate primeval fastnesses where ancient trees,
weakened by time, had fallen to
the ground and now rested there
like huge skeletons with gaunt
upflung limbs. It was vary awesome and wild in these forest
necropolises, forsaken by God and
man,'their sepulchral stillness undisturbed, save for the occasional
call of grouse or the hiss of
snakes. Here- mother nature was
deathly, still, sombre and sad. Behind Ivan's back rose other mountains, merging into the blue haze
of distance. An eagle rose majestically from a rocky peak, blessing
it with his wide-outspread beating wings. Now the coolness of
the downs began to be f e l t . . . . '
Overhead the sky seemed to broaden, as Ivan's mounting vision embraced an ever-spreading horizon.
The forests thinned and gave way
to thick growths of scrub pines,
through which, he made his way
with difficulty, slipping over moss
covered rocks. As he climbed
higher, the distant mountains uncovered to him their ridges and
peaks, and arranged themselves
like waves upon a heaving sea. In
fact, the vast panorama seemed
very much like a storm-tossed sea
frozen stiff at a time when the
waves were at their highest, ready
to flood the entire world. Yonder
on the horizon, blue clouds resting on the Bukowina mountain
peaks seemed to,hold up the edge
of the sky; nearby the Sinitsyi
Mounts,, the Dzembronya and Bila

geraniums or with ѓІ' wreath of т^ьОя bathed themselves in the
pale chrysanthemums. At times blue haze; -over further the sharp
the trail led around the edgesbf Ihretz peak pierced the skies;
yawning ravines, in whose bot- while the mighty Chornohora
toms cold streams were born, and rested heavily upon the poor
where dwelt "uncle" himself, the defenseless earth.
dreaded enemy of sheep and cattle
The downs! He was on them
— the mighty bruin.
Water
courses grew rarer, and they were at last, on these turf-covered, unindeed most welcome: to slake his dulating tracts of uplands, overquickly rising -thirst with the aid grown with furze and brambles.
of a cup' or pitcher that some And all around him was the blue
wayfarer thoughtfully left on the sea of- storm-tossed mountains,
ready, it seemed, to rush upon
bankiUi^

"Tomorrow; they will drive
their sheep here, God ` willing,"
the leader told him, and then explained to him his duties.
There was a certain quiet dignit у in his talk and movements.

і

"And who are you, brother?
Are you going to be a shepherd
too?" asked Ivan.
"No, I'm the general''caretaker
here," the other moved his lips
tightly. "I have to take care of
the fire so that it will - not go
out during the summer, or else
there'll be trouble..." AE -}he
thought of such a dreadfuL ppssibility he glanced apprehensively
around him. "Also I have to vbring
water for the' others, and - chop
kindling wood, too..."
In the meantime the big campfire out on the downs was burning full blast, With "deliberate
movements, like some magician
of 'old, the leader throw dry
spruce branches upon it and then
some fresh moss, and from it
there lightly rose a blue column
of smoke. Caught in a sudden
gust of wind it veered sharply to
the side, cut through the dark
woods and spread out over the
distant blue ridges.

Slowly the shadows lengthened
as the day neared its close, while
the blue robes of the mountain
ranges began to change to rose
and gold...
Mikola called them to supper.
The sheepherds gathered and
sat down around the campfire to
eat in peace their first meal in
the downs...
(To be continued)
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MR, РА№НІШ$ REJOINDER

RAMBLINGS OF WORD-HUNTER

s
AN ENTEETAINING STUDY
"Where is there a more entertaining topic, and where a more
pressing one?" writes Basil de
Selincourt, reviewing "The American Language: An-Inquiry into
the Development of English in the
United- States," by H. L. Mencken, fxu^'ThcrTianchester Guard-'
"Only the other day, sharing a
dish of raspberries with three
. young friends from America; I
was warned to be on the look-out
for 'squash-bugs"; and we prcceeded to discuss at some length
the beauty and aptness of the
word Tbug,' Its superiority to 'in``весђ?-ead the desirability of reviving it in English."
LET US NOT OVERWORK OUR
-'ADJECTIVES
When Mr. Basil de Selincourt
speaks of the "beauty"' of the
word "bug," to my mind comes
the word "beautiful," and then I
recall remarks on "Those Meaningless Adjectives," which that
intriguing author of advertisements of Selfridge and Co., Limited, of London, slipped into one of
hie regular columns:
'If we had the power we should
be strongly inclined to pass some
sort of legislation against the use
of overworked adjectives. .'ђЙ is
almost shameful when you think
of the manner in which just a few
woi^s like ""nice,' 'good,' and 'fine'
are. called upon to do duty when
some^ people want to refer to the
merits of anything from facecream to the weather, or from
oysters to sonatas."
Well, isn't "beautiful" doing not
only overtime, but penance in all
our treatises on our literature,
culture, language, and what not?
WHg IS OVERWORKING HIS
-- ——
ADJECTIVES?
"WAej we get right down to
It," continues Callisthenes, "isn't
this ІгеаПу a part of our egotism,
as well as the product of a limited
vocabulary? We describe things,
rjiot with a view of enlightening
others to their characteristics, but

to inform them of our opinions
on the matteryr4
Callisthenes seems to be of the
opinion that the man who overworks, his adjectives paints his
portrait'as strikingly as the man
who overworks his employees.
LEARNING AND EDUCATION
Mr. A. S. Neill's book "Is Scotland Educated?" has been recently published by Routledge, in
England.
His answer, is, discursively but
emphatically, in the negative. "The
sad truth is," he writes, "that
Scots education is of фо value
whatever so far as anything that
matters in life is concerned...
Scots education is mere learning, book learning at .that, and
learning is one of the things humanity could well do without"
SYMPATHY AND DISPASSION, ATENESS — CONTRADICTIONSr
Writing on the plays of Mr.
Clifford Odets, hailed by many as
the most promising dramatist of
America, St, John Ervine remarks' in "The Observer," of
London:
"No one who reads these plays
can doubt that their author intensely feels the sorrows he portrayB. If the power to sympathise .with suffering were the
chief requisite of an author, then
Mr. Odets would be a man of
indisputable genius. But a great
dramatist must be much more
than -sympathetic: he must be
divinely dispassionate. The power to. be both does not, as
some may suppose, involve a contraaiction in character. Divinity, while sympathising with good,
can ^understand evil, distinguish
between the doer of evil and evil
itself і it never forgets what we
too often forget, that all virtue
is not in one body, nor" all vice
in another... I dread these earnest young men who are assured
of their., own impeccability. They
become Hitlers and Stalins and
Mussolinis, and are prdmpt to
suppress -all who dissent from
their" dictation."

POTPOURRI
By BURMA-CAPEIJN
(6)

. WHAT'S WRONGf
"There must be something
wrong with the Ukrainians that
they have no state of their own.
I don't know what it is but it
all sounds mighty "fishy" to me;
I guess Ukrainians are just no
good, that's all." While the attitudc expressed above might be
taken to be that of a simpleton,
it docs occur among those not
well informed, and it is not in-frequently current even among
the second generation. It leaves
{he impression that there is something mysterious in the "makeup" of the Ukrainian which explains " his political dependence.
One arttidote to such an attitude
is a little illumination of the general factors in the historic situation of Ukrainians which, and
not some inherent weakness in
the people, account for their political status today. And, as a
complex fraction in arithmetic
must be reduced to its lowest or
simplest terms before it can
be handled easily, so .in treating
the multiple facts in the vicissitudes of Ukrainian history we are
reducing them to simple terms—

to those impersonal forces which
sum up these facts and actually
do explain why .Ukrainians today
have' nOt a state of their own.
There was, t o be sure, a Ukrainian. state'-from about the
ninth to the thirteenth century,
and even till the seventeenth century there was at least a semblance. of effort at political independence. What was it that reduced Ukraine at this time to a
condition of vassalage to Poland
or Lithuania or the Polish-Lithuanian "state" reared on alliances
based on royal marriages?'
Ukraine's sweeping steppes were
not only vast in extent and hence
constituted a stupendous task for
defence, but they were also without
natural geographic aids to defence
such as mountains or huge bodies
of water. Ukraine was a buffer
between the east and the west;
the Asiatic nomadic hordes—the
Huns, cthe Avars, the Tartars,
etc. — Swooped successively on
these plains, pillaging and plundering everything in their path.
While Ukrainian princes busied
themselves with repelling these
eastern attacks, Poland was en-

Hidden under hie nom-de-plume,
Burma Capelin flashes a polemic
as well as an academic edge in
defense of'his intermarriage poser.
In taking issue with a shadow,
one must hazard such sinister
shafts of rhetoric as "riddled with
gross misinterpretations or misrepresentations," on the slightest
provocation.
I regret that Burma provedhimself so vulnerable, as my comments were not inspired by motives of misinterpretation or misrepresentation." I merely questioned the: reliability of his conjectures in absence of data in so
far as the' Ukrainians' are con.'Cerned.
i.' My comments -were entitled a
"reply" by the editor, jam. . the
writer. Burma's statement regaraing intermarriage being favored on the ground o f assimilation is. so worded as to make
the inference entirely legitimate
that he implies some Ukrainians
favor it on that ground. If he
did not intend such an inference,
his reply 'certainly contains no
equivocal denial of it.
I was quite amused to read
that Capelin—whether it is she
or a he;, biologically I am advised
it is a fish—should attempt to
argue what is or is not a proper
inference, after noting the surprising remark (unintentional I
am sure) in his answer that the
original article was written for
my benefit or at least that he had
me specifically in mind, for he
says, "I spoke of 'Americanizers'
assuming without justification, it
seems in this case, that Mr. Pan-.
chuk was acquainted with the.
fact that the promoters of so
called Americanization schemes,
etc., etc." Poor fish, doesn't he
see how silly an intentional misrepresentation can be! As applied to his seizing upon an obvious typographical error where
the typesetter substituted intermarriage for intramarriage, his
facility for misrepresentation ap-.
pears too be rivaled only by his
penchant for conjecture as a basis
for the claimed infallibility of his
Conclusions.

:"У.'Щ

Burma's'condescending offer of
enlightenment on the distinction

between patriotism and national'
ism, where I suggested that the
latter is best expressed by it's'
attribute, patriotism, in the sense
Чф jj{hi^b he used it, is accepted
for the^purpose of demonstrating^
й"в logic, to wit: According 'fb$i;
JFBjmna's syllogism
(and using his
illustrations4) a "cat" would be
the attribute of a "horse" because they are both of the animal
kingdom. Such ^ logic may not
be an example of' close shaving,
but is a fine sample of Burma-—.
shaving.
With that it is about time to ,
. throw polemics out the window,
and say that the real issue is
whether^ `оѓ not intermarriage
presents such an element of friction as to increase the potentiality of marital discord. As an .
abstract proposition the answer
would be, ype. But if one takes
into consideration intermarriages
between second and third generaUon. Americans whether of U- '
krainian or any other descent," it
is such a negligible element as
to present no iesutf^Whatsoever
— unless a deliberate attempt, is `
made to encourage it as such.
However, the cases where it can
be even encouraged as an. issue
among the second and third generation are very exceptional.
I am not speaking from what I
read in books, but from actual
observations in Detroit Thanks
.for the citation of authorities.
Some, time when I'm in an impish mood, I shall quote them to '
my wife, who is English, as proof
(
that our chances of a successful
marriage have been spoiled by
Cupid's indiscreet aim.
^SKS

J. P.

Ш

FORBID CELEBRATION OF
COOPERATIVES
ZBARAZ. Galicia.—The Regional Society of Cooperative in Zbaraz had planned to celebrate' its,
10th anniversary.. For awhile it'
had difficulty in obtaining permission from the Polish author-,
ities. to use the local square for
its celebration. When finally it
did gain permission the Polish
police then banned the celebration .because "they could not
guarantee public safety."

joying the Ukrainian "protection" They made no resistance to assimilation and were soon .lost to
and sapping, at Ukraine's western
Ukrainians. The economic serffrontiers. The geographic locadom, from these two angles,.made
tion of Ukraine exposed it' to all
dangers, while the neighboring .any political strength impossible
for the time being.
states, reaping the advantages,
finally swallowed up the defenseThe various liberalitarian movedissipated Ukrainian state. In a
men ts on the continent during
word, the geographic factor in
the first part of the nineteenth 3
the early history of Ukraine,
century gave stimulus to liberals
when ..related to the general setin Russia and Austria-Hungary ` №І
up of surrounding Europe,-was of
for the agitation to abolish serfparamount importance in deciding
dom. Shevchenko raised the cry
Ukrainian fate. Ukraine enjoyed
on behalf of the Ukrainians. Evenno such splendid isolation ' as
tually, serfdom, as a legal frameother states did through najtural
work for society; disappeared—in
geographic frontiers or through
Austria-Hungary in 1848, in Rusneighboring states acting as
sia in 1881'. The far-reaching
buffers against invaders.
significance of this fact lay in the
economic opportunities it opened
The corollary of the loss of
political independence was, eco- u p ' f Or the Ukrainian, and the
consequent advance it made posnomic serfdom in two ways. In
sible along all other lines s u c b
the first place, the actuals serf
system was introduced' which , as education, and mobility.
meant .that the masses but exist-. і ^Largely out of the newly-free
ed—no more — under the over-: 1 peasant class came leaders conlordship and the economic suffervgiwfcl that in the situation of
ance of the landlords — Polish or
tSe^Ukrainian any further eco- ''З`ИЧ
Russian' almost without exception.
nomic "advance of the people, as
.Secondly, the survivors of the Uwell as their cultural freedom,, was Ші
krainian upper classes which flour- dependent on the establishment of МІ
ished during the period of indea Ukrainian state. The enormous
pendence,. found that under poproblem; however, was to make the.
litical subjection to foreign states
hitherto village-loyal ШгаіпІап
the only way they could conserve
peasant to think to terms of the
their own economic and political Jlfecamian people as a whole It
status-was by assimilation to the
nationality of the ruling states.
(Concluded p. 4 )
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POTPOURRI
(Concluded from fr. 8) -'-" z bj
Was the same problem which, for
example, Italy and Germany, even
though nominally states, - dM^nat
solve till about 1870. A t that
time) the Ukrainian situation admitted but the beginning of ^the
solution of this problem, and these
beginnings were rendered possible, j
in the final analysis) through -tA abolition of serfdom. - Literature and "Narodni Snkoly" '(Schools)
made their appearance despite' official bans; the Ukrainian peasant came under the influence' of
these new agencies educational on
the national aspect Morever, no
longer so thoroughly rooted to
the soil and to one little village
aa during the days of serfdom,
the enhanced movements of the
people tended to acquaint them
with other villages of Ukrainians;
they tended to expand the local
village loyalty to a n a t i o n a l
loyalty. The Ukrainian peasant
was thus "sensitivitized" to the
"causes" of which the leaders
spoke; he was growing in nation'
al consciousness which would, in
the end, make him a zealot for
the national cause. In the end
the wedge of material advance
made that national consolidation
possible which made the rally of
Ukrainians 4 around their own
standard during the war a fact,
and their efforte at independence,
having in mind the international
obstacles, more consequential and
potent than previously might have
been possible even to conceive.
But movements for independence or state affairs do not work
in vacuo; they are at the sufferance of, or the objects of onslaughts by, other states, and the
final arbitrer here, however we
may d e p l o r e it, is force —
military force.
D u r i n g the
world war Ukrainians were illequipped to stand the brunt of
Russian, Polish- and other armies
at the same time, to say nothing
of internal dissensions. And the
international game of the gun
did not dictate, on the side of the
victors, a necessity for the Ukrainian state. On the shoals of
the sword, Ukrainian independence
was wrecked for the time being,
as were the pre-war plans of the
post-war vanquished. In the factors thus summarized in the above
paragraphs and not in some mystic weakness of the Ukrainian
people lies the answer to the present political condition' of the, U^ krainians and perhaps also a hopeful indicator of what is behind
the veil of the future.
I

OFFICIAL KN'І'ЌV BLANKS
for the
National Open Track $ Field
Championships.
J
These entry blanks are now
ready and those who have already received them should fill
them out and return them as
soon as possible. These blanks
list all the events for the Senior
Boys, Junior Boys, and Senior
Girls for the Track u Field events.
All of these classes are to use
this form. The entries close on
August 29th. The proper amount
of fees should accompany the entry.
A request for the addition of
the pole vault to the Senior Boys
list has been made by an Eastern,
club.
However, if a sufficient
number of entries is not received,
to warrant the inclusion of fhujj
event in the program, the роїв:
. vault will not be added. ^Ш.
a sufflclant n u m b e r of clubs1
write immediately that they have
pole-vaulters on the team, and
that they would like to have this
event on the program, then tliab
addition will go through.
WALTER N. NACHONE'E. s
First Ukrainian American^
Olympiad Committee `Д „
2070 East Allegheny Xve.g
Philadelphia, Pa.

TO O U R S W I M M E R S !
Due to the fact that we have
available a 25 yard pool, it is
necessary to make a change in the
events and distances of the swimming meet scheduled for 10 a. m.
Monday, September 7th, 1936, as
one of the many features offered
in the First Ukrainian-American

Olympiad, to be held under the
auspices of the U.Y.L.-NA.
Several applications have been
received in answer to the previous
program, and inasmuch as August
29th is the last day for entries—
all interested teams please make
note of this revised program. '

No.
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BALLET DANCING AT THE
LABOR DAY OLYMPIAD

An exhibition of
Ukrainian
Ballet Dancing has been planned
as one of the events for the First
Ukrainian-American Olympiad to
be held in Philadelphia on Labor
Day, September 7th, 1936. This
display of one of our beat developed forms of culture will take
place early in the evening, and
FIRST UKRAINIAN-AMERICAN OLYMPlAfr-SWIMMlNG M E E T will be a fitting and colorful conCENTRAL Y.M.C.A., 1421 ARCH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
elusion to the Olympiad program.
Monday, September 7th, 1988 — 1 0 A. M.
Each troupe of Dancers will be
asked to present one number.
BOYS' EVENTS:
Their performance will be judged
L 200 yds. Relay . . . ч
4 men to a team, (each man swims 50yd.)
by an honorary committee drawn
2. Diving
2 styles required, 3 optional
'
from among the Ukrainian Pro3. 50 yds. Freestyle
2 lengths of the pool
fessionalists who will be having
their convention also in Phila4. 100 yds. Breast-stroke . . . 4 lengths
delphia over the Labor Day week5. 100 yds. Back-stroke
4 lengths
end.
The number of Dancers
6. 100 yds. Freestyle
4 lengths
may vary from about eight to
7. 100. yds. Medley Relay... 3 men to a team (each man swims 50 yd.)
twelve, depending upon the numFirst — 2 lengths back-stroke.
ber which may be required to
Second — 2 lengths breast-stroke.
give a proper interpretation of
Third — 5 0 yds. or 2 lengths freestyle.
the troupe's presentation.
The
Ballet, which they will present,
GIRLS' EVENTS:
will be judged upoh originality,
1. 100 yds. Relay
4 girls to a team (each girl swims 25 yds.)
execution, beauty of movement,
2. Diving
2 styles required (frontuback) 2 optional
and the appeal in general, to the
3. 50 yds. Freestyle
eye.
The appearance of the coa4. 50 yds. side-stroke for form.
tumes will also be noted.
An
average picnic orchestra will be
There are no printed forms for Ukrainian Youth's Congress, to be
on hand to provide music, and
applications to the swimming held in Philadelphia, September 5,
this must be kept in mind because
meet. Clubs sending teams should and 6th, at the Hotel Sylvania,
it would make any material drawn
mail the entrant's name and fee Locust and Juniper Streets. Since
from classical sources hard to
in the same envelope — 722 N. there is every right to believe in
present effectively.
24th Street. Persons not belong- a huge turnout of delegates and
The first prize . to the best
ing to clubs may participate as guests, I am sure that at least
group of Dancers will be the Sil75% of the visitors will partici"unattdched" contestants.
ver Plaque which has been set
All our Ukrainian Youth is pate in the same.
up by the Ukrainian American
aware of the fact that the OlymJULIUS ZAHARCHUK,
Women's Citizen Association of
piad and swimming meet are a
Philadelphia.
The
Avramenko
722 VT. 24th Street,
grand finale to the Ukrainian
School of D a n c i n g in PhilaPhiladelphia, Pa.
. Youth's League of N. A.'s Fourth
delphia is the present recipient
of the award since the-: First
I
V '
Youth Day last summer. ї-ТБе
members of the winning troupe
will receive a silver medal of fine
quality and workmanship.
Ad(2)
ditional prizes may be added so
that
the
second
best
troupe
will
home. Having eventually. located
І arrived here in Philadelphia just
also receive medals for. each of
the house 1 knocked on the door.
a few days ago. I told Mike,
The girl's mother answered the 'their Dancers.
upon my arrival, that I had a
A fee of two dollars will be
door and I introduced myself.' I
Pen Pal in the city I was supcharged for each group of Dancwas told that the girl was workposed to visit. Mike suggested
ers.
This should be turned in by
ing, but that she would be home
that I drop her a card letting her
August 29th with a list of those
soon. I decided to sit down and
know'when to expect me-..which
who will participate so 'that
wait for her.
I did. It so happened that I
they may have their патеќ' tn
Several minutes passed and then
forgot all about this engagement
the program book. Each тепгber of a Dancers Troupe will rethe house I knocked on the door.
and when it finally dawned on
ceive a contestants pass which
The girl's mother, being in the
me that I was to see my Pen Pal
will admit them, to all of the
kitchen, asked me to answer {he
it was too late to do anything
various activities on Labor Day. '
door...which I did. It ^was the
about it. Mike and I, however,
This is the first time in the
mailman and he handed-: me my
dashed down to her house (three
history of our Youth that such
special delivery letter, telling me
hours late), but the whole faman event is being held.- As many
that it just arrived on the 4:30
ily was asleep, as we expected
of tne Youth clubs are interested
train (the train I was on!) "What
they would be. We left word that
in this work, the Olympiad Coma situation this is!" I said to mittee expects to hear from quite
we would be down without fail
myself.
.. .
` a number of the several well
the next d a y . . . and we were—on
known Dancer's Clubs throughout
Eventually the girl came home.
time, too!
the country. Jerry Prygelski of
Seeing me in the parlor she natThe girl's folks found Mike a
New York City has already writurally wanted to know who I was
rather interesting conversationalten in that his group is interest(it seems that her mother didn't
i s t . . . we all did, for that matter.
ed and that they would like to
tell her.. .probably forgot, jny
Here's the. way I tried to apolbe at the Olympiad celebration.
name—which, however, isn't unogize for having failed to show
Kindly forward immediately all
usual when one considers the
up the night before:
queries for information and enname
itself!).
tries to:
"I e r . . . a m sorry that w e . . .
I gave her the special delivery
HELEN SYWULAK,
er. ..that we couldn't come down
letter without saying a word. She
First Ukrainian-American
. . . . a h . . . l a s t night." (Sigh). "We
instantly conceived the idea that I
Olympiad Committee
forgot!" (Two sighs!)
was from the post office.
711 Wallace Street,
The above may be slightly ex"Where- do I sign for this?"
Philadelphia, Pa.
aggerated but I guess the reader
she asked.
will understand the situation. I
"Huh,
what?" I said, trying to
must have looked like a sick man
figure out what she meant. "Oh,"
BECAUSE OF YOU
who is about to swallow a dose
I replied, finally comprehending;
or two of a very unpopular medi"Sorry, but I'm not from the
Because of you, each hour of my
cine!
Post Office."
day
I 'repeat: there's nothing like
"Who^are you then?"
Is filled with sunshine's gold;
meeting you Pen Pals in person!
"I'm the fellow who sent the
I walk along Contentment's, tran# в- #
letter you have in your hand!"
quil way,
My heart can ne'er grow оИ!`г:
The girl almost passed out!
A year or two ago I decided to
What a situation that was! To
take a trip to a town somewhere
Because of you, I scorn grim
think that I was there to receive
in Pennsylvania, where I had a
Failure's sting
my own letter, to hand it tor the
Pen Pal. I didn't have time, howAnd go forth unafraid;
girl it was addressed to, and be
ever, to let her know of my inWhile in my ears the chimes of
there to read it with her.
tentions in advance of my arrival.
Triumph ring,
I took the chance of sending her
Your feet my path have laid!
You can be sure that from now
a special delivery letter, hoping
on I'll let my Pen Pals know
Because of you, I know a wonshe would receive it before I
weeks in advance whether or not
drous dream
reached her town.
I'll be down to see them. Never
That some day will come true;
again will I make the mistake of
It glows for me in moonlight's
- I boarded my train and eventraveling on the same train with
silver beam,
- tually found myself in this girl's
Its source I find in you!
my letter.
Г-town. I was sure that my letter
JUSTINE SMARSH, :
THEODORE LUTWINIAK,.
had already reached her so I
Boston, Mass.
lost no time in looking for her
U.N.A. member, Br. 240.

. EXPERIENCES OF A TRAVELING PEN PAL

